Neither “Creatures of the State” nor “Accidents of Geography”: The Creation of American Public School Districts in the Twentieth Century

William A. Fischel†

American public school districts numbered more than 200,000 in 1910. By 1970 there were fewer than 20,000. The decline was almost entirely accounted for by the consolidation of one-room, rural schools into larger school districts. Education leaders had long urged districts to consolidate, but local residents voted to do so, I argue, only after high school education became widespread. Graduates of one-room schools found it difficult to get into high school. Rural districts that were not “making the grade” were unattractive to home and farm buyers, and the threat of reduced property values induced voters to agree to consolidate.

INTRODUCTION

This Article is derived from Chapter 3 of my book, Making the Grade: The Economic Evolution of American School Districts. The book is an attempt to understand the origins and development of that most distinctive unit of American local government—the public school district. My overall theme is that school districts were self-organizing institutions. Their chief external discipline was not the state school bureaucracy. The development of school districts was governed by the geographic mobility of the population and the rewards and penalties doled out by the market for land.

The first substantive chapter in the book (Chapter 2) describes the development of one-room school districts, which numbered more than 200,000 in 1910. One-room schools accounted for almost all public education in the nineteenth century. It is not widely appreciated that early one-room schools had no age-specific grades. Students were instead arranged by prior knowledge into recitation groups, whose members studied assigned material until it was their turn to “recite” what they had learned for the teacher. I argue that these institutions and their ungraded pedagogy were efficient adaptations to the rural
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circumstances in which the vast majority of Americans dwelled in the nineteenth century. An ungraded system allowed children to advance their education despite attendance lapses caused by the exigencies of farm life and frequent moves by their families.

Almost all accounts of the transition from ungraded to age-graded schools imply that the local districts had to be dragged into consolidation against the will of the locals. I argue the contrary. Consolidation was locally desired by a majority of voters because it plugged them into what was developing as a national system of age-graded schools that led to high school. In one sense, what I am arguing for is a "demand side" view of the transition. The state school establishment—such as it was—had always been an eager "supplier" of centralized institutions, particularly age-graded schooling and the bureaucratic infrastructure that this system entailed. But age grading and its accoutrements could not be put in place until there was a widespread shift in the demand for access to high school, which was facilitated by age grading. District consolidation required in most cases the consent of the local voters, and they had to be persuaded that consolidated, age-graded schools were desirable.

I. SCHOOL DISTRICT CONSOLIDATION

Figure 1 illustrates the dramatic decline in the number of one-room schools since 1916 and of the number of school districts since 1938. One-room schools went from more than 200,000 early in the century to near zero in 1972. The decline in the total number of school districts appears to have been largely accounted for by the decline of rural, one-room schools. Most one-room schools were the only school in the district, so consolidation of several one-room schools almost always meant consolidation of several districts. The downward trajectories of one-room schools and districts in Figure 1 are almost perfectly parallel from 1938, when data on district numbers were first kept
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continuously, until 1972. Moreover, after 1972, when there were virtually no one-room schools left, the decline in the number of school districts slowed to a trickle. No other unit of American local government followed this trend. The count of counties remained constant over this period, and general-purpose municipalities increased in numbers—mostly by proliferation in the suburbs—but one-room school districts virtually disappeared.

FIGURE 1

Data from a special study by the United States Bureau of the Census in 1960—one of the earliest that listed the number of school districts by county—confirm that district consolidations in the last forty years of the twentieth century continued to occur almost entirely
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The 1960 study listed the number of districts for each county in every state, and one can compare the statewide declines through the year 2000 to those of urban counties in the state. Between 1960 and 2000, the number of districts in New York State declined by 582 (43 percent of its 1960 total), but the suburban counties adjacent to New York City—Westchester and Nassau—had almost exactly the same number in both years. Between 1960 and 2000, the number of districts in Illinois declined by 657 (62 percent of its 1960 total), but during this period the number of school districts in counties closest to Chicago—Cook, Dupage, Kane, and Will—was virtually unchanged.

Factors that accounted for the decline in one-room schools included the steady trend in urbanization and the concomitant decline in farming. The farm population declined from 39 percent of total United States population in 1900 to 15 percent in 1950, and it now hovers around 1 percent. Not only did the number of farms decline, but the average size of farms rose steadily after 1870. Rural birth rates, like those in cities, declined throughout the nineteenth century and most of the twentieth, although rural rates have always been above urban rates. These trends were in turn the result of mechanization of farm work, which made large farms viable and reduced the demand for child labor. For all of these reasons, the number of rural
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children per square mile declined, so that the number of children within walking distance of a given school shrank.

As school enrollments declined, a one-room school could not easily cut costs. There was only one teacher to start with, so the only cost-saving possibility was to consolidate with another school nearby. This sometimes did happen, but it meant even longer walks for rural children, and a long walk was the most important deterrent to attendance and regular progression through school. Further consolidation in rural areas could only be accomplished with the aid of nonhuman transport. By the late nineteenth century, road quality was getting better. Improvements were often specifically motivated by the need to get children to consolidated schools.

The negatives of district consolidation were higher transport costs (including loss of children's availability for farm work) and less community control. Advocates of consolidation pointed to the possibility that taxes would be lower. But tax savings were seldom realized by consolidating schools and restoring the larger student-teacher ratios in an age-graded setting. There was an undeniable economy in classroom size in consolidated schools, but this was offset by a more profound change in education. The one-room school's continuously variable school year, the curriculum tailored to local preferences, and the locally good-enough teaching staff yielded to the insistent demands for uniformity. This resulted in the age-graded system that we now take for granted as necessary to a "real school." The modern system swamped the local economies of the age-graded classroom by dramat-
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ically increasing the amount of schooling that students were required to have.

Age grading required regular attendance, and its logical culmination was high school. Ungraded one-room schools were cheaper not just because the teacher and building were less expensive, but because students could take as much or as little as they wanted of what the school had to offer. A twelve-year-old who went to work on the farm for three months could come back to an ungraded, one-room school and master his next reader. In the graded school system, he was a dropout and would have to repeat his most recent grade from the beginning.

The age-graded school was, of course, the product of increased demand for education by both rural and urban voters. Voters surely knew that the consolidated schools would mean more expenditures, even if the labor cost per unit of education (teacher wage per student hour) was lower. The tide of age-graded schooling swept away local resistance to consolidation by making one-room schools obsolete. Just as the word-processing computer has vacuumed up even the most dedicated users of manual typewriters, age-graded schooling created an irresistible impetus for greater school expenditures.

II. AGE-GRADED SCHOOLS

Age grading is an idea whose origins were once hotly debated. What is not debated about age grading is that it was first adopted in cities. Cities had sufficient population density to enable a large number of children to be assembled in a single school building and divided by age group into classrooms of homogenous age groups.
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While the idea of age grading took hold fairly early, the details had to be worked out over a long period of time. It was not obvious to everyone how skills and subjects should be introduced. An early division of students among classrooms was by subject matter. Until 1855 in Boston, one room in a multiroom building would be for teaching reading, and students would be divided within the room by reading-skill groups. Once they had mastered reading, they would be sent to another classroom in which writing would be taught. The now-prevalent idea that each early grade should impart some of every skill was not immediately obvious. The eight years of elementary school and four of high school did not become a national norm until the twentieth century.

Age grading is relevant to school district consolidation because it required coordination between classes within the same school and among other schools. All of the teachers in a multigraded school had to agree to the curriculum in each grade. The sole teacher in a one-room school could teach skills and subjects in just about any order that she pleased. In most cases, teachers just followed textbook order, but they could select which textbook subjects would be studied. Age-graded schooling could tolerate much less variety among classrooms. Within the same school it was essential to have curricula in the upper grades follow from material taught in the immediately preceding grade.

Grading in turn required parallel standardizations that had been less critical to educational success in the one-room school. Foremost was more regular attendance. The chief advantage of a graded classroom was that all students could be taught the same, age-appropriate material. A student who missed two weeks of school was in this setting a far greater liability to the rest of the class. The teacher would have to spend time with the truant to get him up to the level of the rest of the class, and this attention subtracted from the overall pace of the class. If
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time could not be spared, the former truant would have to limp along through material that often involved cumulative knowledge, some part of which he now lacked.

By 1900, most large urban schools had something that looked like modern age-graded systems and a curriculum that allowed students within the same district to move from one school to another and fit in with their classmates. But why would rural schools feel compelled to get with the age-graded program? When most of the American population was rural, children whose parents moved most likely went to another rural area. Even if families did move to urban areas and sent their children to graded schools, the consequences were mitigated in the nineteenth century by the coarse fabric of most grading. Age-graded schools circa 1870 usually had wide bands of ages contained in two, three, or at most four "grades." In this setting, the irregularities incurred by a student's attendance in an ungraded, one-room school were less detectable and easier to accommodate. But consider what happened when a majority of children in the United States attended urban, age-graded schools, and grading itself became more closely aligned with a single birth year. Now the rural-to-urban migrant had a more serious problem of adjusting to the new school, and age-graded schools found that nonstandard migrants were more disruptive. By 1915, fully one-third of urban residents were native-born migrants from rural areas.

One-room schools could not do age-graded education very well. Teachers with students in each of eight grades simply did not have time to give a separate recitation lesson in their individual grades. A teacher with students in each cohort would have to cover on average six subjects in each grade. That would be forty-eight separate recitations per five-hour day, or six minutes per lesson. In theory, students would be in "study hall" for seven-eighths of the school day. In reality,
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teachers usually compromised by grouping many students as they had in the ungraded schools.

The period during which ungraded schools became obsolete corresponds roughly with the trends in urbanization. Between the 1910 and 1920 censuses, the number of Americans in rural areas was surpassed by the number living in “urban places” of at least 2,500 people. A town this size would be able to assemble enough children to make a multigraded school, especially if nearby rural children could be induced to attend it. At about the same time, one-room schools were attempting to fit themselves into the garb if not the reality of age-graded education.

The lore about resistance to rural school consolidation is full of quotes from hayseed types who disparaged the need for consolidated schools. No doubt there were such types, but another force was drowning out their complaints. After 1870, the American economy began to demand a large number of workers who were numerate and literate to a degree that went beyond the typical one-room school curriculum. This demand grew rapidly after 1900. Those with the ability to read blueprints, write contracts, do some algebra, keep account books, and draft business letters with that new word processor, the typewriter, were widely sought and well rewarded. These skills were not typically produced by the classical academies. Public high schools of the latter quarter of the nineteenth century transformed themselves to be able to produce graduates with these skills. In doing so, they put most of the private academies out of business, often taking over their former buildings.

The role of high schools in my present inquiry is that their growing popularity put pressure on the rural, imperfectly graded, one-room schools. High schools required a standardized preparation, to which the eight grades of primary school were increasingly attuned. Voters in rural school districts could not ignore this pressure even if their own children had no interest in high school. In 1870, the small town of Franklin, Indiana, established a high school program. Upon establishing its high school, Franklin simultaneously created consolidated, age-
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graded schools, because "in the one room school no teacher could be expected to conduct classes for all eight grades in six subjects." Small towns in Iowa followed a similar path after about 1870, as did those in North Carolina.

III. PROPERTY VALUES

The economic factor that induced rural voters to support age-graded schools was the threat of declining property values. We know from many twentieth-century studies of urban areas that declining school quality is bad for home values. The threat of such declines usually motivates voters to support school spending when it appears to be efficiently allocated. Rural voters earlier in the century had an even greater incentive to pay attention to factors that affected property values, as it constituted both their business—mainly farming—and residential wealth.

Many historians of public schools would assign a different direction to the role of property values. They would rightly point out that one of the most frequent objections to consolidation that rural voters voiced was that removal of the old district school would reduce their property values. The New Hampshire Superintendent of Public Instruction got so tired of hearing this from local school boards that he felt compelled to declare in an official report, "The public school was not established, nor is it demanded, by our state laws for the purpose of
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enhancing the value of property in the vicinity of the schoolhouse.” It is important, then, to divide the influence of schools on property values into two components: proximity effects and systemic effects.

The size of the rural school district was governed by the distance a child could reasonably be expected to walk. A homestead located close to the school had an advantage over others for prospective buyers. The children could, after doing their morning chores, walk a few hundred feet to school. This advantage over other homes and farms in the district surely became reflected in the value of the closer property. Indeed, the site for many a rural school had been donated by a local landowner, who also often got his name attached to the informal designation of the district. The donor doubtlessly had both an altruistic and a selfish motive for doing so. The selfish advantage was the proximity advantage of being closer to a school. Thus, some schoolhouses surely were established “for the purpose of enhancing the value of property in the vicinity of the schoolhouse.”

The systemic effect of having a desirable school is different from the proximity effect. The systemic value of a better-than-average school accrues to everyone in the district. Having a school that attracted buyers to the district as a whole would be capitalized into the value of all properties in the district, not just those close to the school. This is the effect that most modern studies of school districts find to be capitalized into home values. The school district boundary, not proximity to the school itself, is the “systemic” benefit that homebuyers care most about.

It is unlikely that the systemic quality of local schools had much effect on property values in most nineteenth-century, one-room districts. Not having any school would be a drawback, of course, but once that relatively low hurdle was overcome and an ungraded one-room school was established, the quality of the school depended almost exclusively on the quality of the instructor. Since one-room school teachers seldom stayed at a single school for more than a year or two,
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there was almost no way for the district to establish a reputation beyond making the schoolhouse itself a little more pleasant. This may account for why almost all evaluations of one-room schools focused exclusively on the physical plant.\footnote{See, for example, F.M. Thrun, \textit{Rural School Organization in Michigan} 5–22 (Michigan State 1933) (detailing the author’s evaluation of area schooling by surveying the location of the school, the location of the students, and a physical inventory of the school building and education equipment).}

After age-graded schools became the norm and high-school attendance became common, however, rural schools could be evaluated on a systemic level. A school district that had a consolidated and graded school that channeled its students towards high school or actually provided the high school would have a systemic advantage. Superintendents, principals, and much of the teaching staff could stay long enough to establish a reputation. The lack of a consolidated, age-graded system put local property owners at a disadvantage when it came to selling their homes and farms to people with children.

\textbf{IV. \textsc{Student Transition from Rural Schools to High School}}

Children from one-room districts in the twentieth century were usually entitled to attend a nearby high school, but the curriculum had to be fitted to the graded curriculum to enable its “eighth grade” graduates to go on to high school. Because this fit was almost always imperfect, urban public high schools usually required that the rural applicants take an entrance examination, whose function was usually served by an eighth-grade “graduation” exam.\footnote{See Reese, \textit{The Origins of the American High School} at 143 (cited in note 26). Urban students in graded schools were also subject to exams, but their preparation was more systematic and geared towards the high-school curriculum, and pass rates were correspondingly high.} Many contemporary recollections attest that the high school entrance exam was a daunting experience with a high failure rate, the prospect of which surely deterred many rural children from even taking the test.\footnote{Id at 141–43 (noting that the admissions tests were deliberately made difficult in order to give credibility to the public schools, with, for example, nearly half of pupils failing the first entrance exam for Boston’s English Classical School). See also Robert L. Leight and Alice Duffy Rinehart, \textit{Country School Memories: An Oral History of One-Room Schooling} 87–91 (Greenwood 1999).} There was no guarantee that the applicant would succeed just because he had passed through the one-room school’s curricular offerings, even if the school was nominally “graded.”

Avis Carlson recalled the eighth-grade graduation examination, which was necessary to enroll in high school, of her one-room school in Kansas in 1907. “The questions on that examination in that primi-
tive, one-room school taught by a young person who never attended a high school positively daze me,” she wrote. Carlson, who had herself become a distinguished educator, had saved the eighty-question test and offered some examples from it. Among them were: “give a brief account of the colleges, printing, and religion in the colonies prior to the American Revolution”; “find the interest on an eight-per-cent note for $900 running 2 years, 2 months, 6 days”; and, this being Kansas, “write 200 words on the evil effects of alcoholic beverages!”

It was this systemic disadvantage of one-room schools—the children could not get into high school as easily—that I believe eventually offset the location and governance advantages of the one-room district and made rural voters agree to consolidate schools. I do not have access to property values that would support this claim, however. My evidence in support of the importance of “demand side” effects is to show that the contrary story about consolidation—that it was imposed from above without regard for local opinion—is not as plausible.

The dominant “supply side” story about rural school consolidation is that it was forced upon unwilling rural districts. Farmers and other rural folk clung to their one-room schools until state legislation forced them to consolidate. It is something both the right and left seem to agree about. Edwin G. West, a conservative who was an early supporter of privatization of education, regarded New York State’s attempts to establish rural central school districts in the middle of the nineteenth century as largely the product of bureaucratic machinations at the state level. (As John W. Myer and his colleagues point out, however, there were almost no state-level education officials other than the state superintendent anywhere in the nation before 1900.)

On the leftward side of the political spectrum, Michael Katz examined the disestablishment of the high school in Beverly, Massachu-
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setts. Demographic data from an 1860 city referendum in which voters rebelled against the new high school survived to make Beverly famous among quantitative historians. Katz's revisionist education history was premised on the idea that the high school was, as he titled Part I, "reform by imposition" carried out by capitalist and upper-class interests who wanted schools to produce a skilled but docile workforce. He saw the disestablishment vote as a brief rebellion by the common people.

Left and right, triumphalist or revisionist, education historians regard the creation of a standardized system of education, with its consolidated, age-graded, state-certificated schools, as having been forced upon a sullen, if not actively unwilling, electorate. To be fair, most of the aforementioned sources do mention at some point that local voters had to approve of the change. Beverly residents, for example, voted first to abolish its high school but within a few years voted to reestablish it. But even in these cases, the implication is that the voters were presented with a Hobson's choice, as the state or interest groups set the agenda for centralization of schools that local voters could hardly resist.

V. STANDARDS AND MOBILITY

My first response to the top-down claim is that the development and acceptance of a standard, bureaucratized system of age-graded schools was not itself invented by a central committee that bent its mind to the task. Most blue-ribbon committees appointed to examine education issues came up with recommendations that were ignored or twisted so badly that the resulting reforms could hardly be said to have evolved from the original recommendations. For example, a Rockefeller-sponsored committee of distinguished educators was empanelled in 1923 to study school districts in Indiana, which seems to have been a magnet for reformers. After much research and deliberation, the committee recommended that school districts be formed en-
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64 See id at 86. But see Maris Vinovskis, The Origins of Public High Schools: A Reexamination of the Beverley High School Controversy 104 (Wisconsin 1985) (finding that the opposition to high school was more from residents of remote areas of the town who did not want to pay for a school their children could not conveniently attend). My own reaction to Katz's hypothesis was to wonder what other mischief capitalists were up to when they were not setting up free high schools.
tirely along county lines. The legislature gratefully accepted the report and then simply ignored it. Indiana’s township system of school districts, which actually was more centralized at the time than those of other Midwestern states, is still the basis for school district organization in the state.

A more successful reform was proposed by another blue-ribbon committee, this time named for Andrew Carnegie. The committee examined the offerings of the rapidly growing number of high schools and noted the difficulty in comparing courses from one school to the other, a problem that was especially vexing for college admissions and teacher compensation. The Carnegie group in 1906 proposed that each course be taught in periods of 50 minutes per day every day for 32 weeks. Each course was thus assigned a “unit” that consisted of 180 instruction hours, an hour being in this case 50 minutes plus the 10 minutes to move from classroom to classroom. This pattern came to be known as the “Carnegie unit,” and it was almost universally adopted. A slight variation of it persists to the present day.

The Carnegie unit has been criticized as a kind of straitjacket for instruction. David Tyack and Larry Cuban conclude that it and other standardized practices formed an inflexible “grammar of schooling” that made progressive experiments to escape the lockstep of age-grading impossible to implement. But the advantages of standardization for a system of schools are nonetheless pervasive. Having a uniform Carnegie-unit schedule allows reasonable comparisons of coverage, if not accomplishment, by students from various schools. It makes it easier to integrate new students who transfer from another school into ongoing courses, and it simplifies the preparation of teachers who change jobs. The Carnegie unit, like the Australian ballot and the Prussian age-grading system, is one of those logical standardizations that has a proper name. If it were not for this particular commission, some other commission would soon have come up with something very similar, and it would have straightened out the edges of what was already becoming standard practice.
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As these examples suggest, the standards that were introduced successfully were those that accommodated the mobility of the population. For some, it was useful to have a high-profile commission urging their adoption. This approach made for quicker and more uniform adoptions, but recommendation by a high-profile set of experts was no guarantee of success. Other standards seem to have arisen without much discussion at all. The most prominent one in my mind is the standard school calendar, which I argue was the product of age-graded education and the need to accommodate the mobility of students and teachers. Regardles of their source, though, standardizations imposed a penalty on districts that did not conform to them. Prospective migrants would likely be put off by an unusual schedule or creative curriculum that did not build on their children's previous experiences in school.

VI. STATE LEGISLATURES AND RURAL VOTING DISTRICTS

The belief that states simply forced consolidation on local districts may stem from the legal truism that school districts are "creatures of the state." The state's authority to regulate schooling is supposedly derived from state constitutional provisions that are specific about their grant of authority. Local school boards are, in this view, little more than state functionaries, having no more authority to go their own way than the state's road builders could determine the routes of highways without the approval of legislatures and executive agencies in the state capital.

There is no doubt, of course, that local school districts are subservient to state law. This legal status means that courts will seldom intervene to protect districts if the state legislature acts to alter their powers, borders, or their very existence. The same is true for other municipal corporations, although the "creature" theory seems to be applied more stringently to school districts than to municipalities. But this merely states a necessary condition for state power to revise school district boundaries and authority. The relevant question is under what conditions the state legislature would actually do this without the consent of the local districts affected.

The answer is . . . hardly ever. Writing of mid-nineteenth-century consolidation proposals, William Reese observed, “Legislatures, dominated by rural constituencies, pushed reform measures more slowly than educators precisely because they had to answer to the electorate.” Even historians who champion the top-down view of consolidations concede that the legislature almost always got the consent of local school-district voters or their representatives.

Why the disconnect between state supremacy in theory and local self-determination in practice? The answer is the method by which state legislatures are selected. Every state elects both houses of its legislature (and the unicameral Nebraska legislature) by geographically contiguous electoral districts. No American state has at-large elections for legislatures, as some other nations do.

The geographic basis of state electoral districts was perturbed by the 1960s rulings by the United States Supreme Court that resulted in the “one person, one vote” rule. Prior to the Court’s reapportionment rulings, some states either enshrined a unit of local government as an electoral district (typically the county in the upper house of the legislature) or had population-based districts that were not reapportioned for many census decades. Such prior deviations from the Court’s 1960s “one man, one vote” principles usually meant that rural areas got more representation than urban areas. A lightly populated county would get its representative in the state senate alongside the giant urban county’s single senator, as was once the case in California. Or a rural district that was populous in 1910 might still get a representative who in 1960 was elected by a far smaller number of voters than a city whose population had greatly increased between 1910 and 1960.

In either case of malapportionment, it was rural areas, where nearly all the one-room school districts were located, that had disproportionate clout in the legislature. Yet they concurred with consolidation legislation in most cases. Any applied theory of the politics of
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school district consolidation would have to account for this. If there was any geographic bias in state legislation, it surely would have favored rural areas.\footnote{76}

The notion that rural voters were not getting what they wanted from consolidation invariably points to the state education establishment as the interest group that is swaying the legislature. The problem with this story is that this “establishment” had almost no political base.\footnote{77} The National Education Association (NEA) did not begin its militant, union-like phase until the 1960s,\footnote{78} after one-room schools had become almost extinct. The early NEA, which typically represented urban school administrators, certainly did support consolidation, but its clout in the state legislature was minuscule compared to that of farmers.

The widespread belief that rural consolidation was forced on rural voters is partly the product of the bias in historical sources. The most accessible historical documents about education are reports of state superintendents of schools. Horace Mann was the first state superintendent in Massachusetts, and he persistently urged consolidation of the rural schools.\footnote{79} Virtually every state superintendent thereafter echoed these sentiments. In 1861, an Illinois superintendent recommended that the state’s ten thousand rural districts be consolidated and reduced in number to two thousand.\footnote{80} If one reads enough of them, one might conclude that they were the source of the consolidation movement. Moreover, their reports constantly complain of local resistance, so that when that resistance is finally overcome, it would seem logical to conclude that it was because of the superintendent’s influence rather than assent of the local districts.

This conclusion actually does not seem so logical. It seems more logical to infer from their constant complaints about local resistance that state superintendents were \textit{not} getting their way. The aforementioned Illinois superintendent would have had to wait a century before districts in his state numbered fewer than two thousand.\footnote{81} Mann’s
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campaign to consolidate Massachusetts districts at the town level was a failure. Town districts were established by statewide legislation only in 1883, long after Mann had retired from his post in 1848. Early consolidation legislation in Massachusetts did have a coercive element at one stage, but the next legislature promptly countermanded the rule and returned to a system in which districts could accept or reject a consolidation plan. Only in 1882, after almost all towns had voted to consolidate their districts, was clean-up legislation passed that forced the remaining holdouts into the town-wide system. Hal Barron makes it clear that legislative deference to local voters was the rule in all of the states he examined, which included New York, Ohio, Indiana, and all of New England.

VII. CONSENSUAL CONSOLIDATIONS

Because my view here is so contrary to most historians' views about consolidation, I buttress it with evidence that I found in an extensive review of district consolidation. Your School District, by the self-designated National Commission on School District Reorganization ("National Commission"), was a project conceived by the University of Chicago's Rural Education Project and a committee of the National Education Association. Its various authors give an overview of the consolidation situation in the recent past and then provide detailed chapters about consolidation in Arkansas, Illinois, Iowa, Kansas, New York, Washington, and West Virginia, and thumbnail sketches of ten other states.

The picture of consolidation that emerges from this and other sources might be summarized as "the state proposes, the voter disposes." State education leaders proposed, usually by a commission report, a plan of consolidation for rural districts. It was adopted by the legislature with the proviso that local voters approve it district by district. In many states, the first attempt to rationalize the process of consolidation was to nominate preexisting political units, such as counties and townships, as the basis for consolidated schools, at least in the rural
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areas. The ideal was the New England town. New England states had, by 1900, largely consolidated their many school districts along town-ship lines. There were still one-room schools in the rural areas, but their budgets and governance were at least nominally in the hands of town-wide officials. Most New England towns had been established as a political unit from the beginning of European settlement, and so it was natural for school districts to be organized along those lines.

State officials in the early twentieth century tried to reorganize districts in New York along New England lines. Thus, New York in 1917 passed a law that attempted to channel consolidations along town boundaries. This generated enormous political dissatisfaction, and within two years the law was repealed. New York towns were not settled by groups with strong common interests, and residents in one part of the town often had little social or political contact with residents of the same town living five miles away, across the river, or over the mountain.

The same problem arose elsewhere. Illinois attempted to create township high school districts in 1905 without much success, even though the township was still the basis for entitlement to the (modest) revenues from the federal “school section” provided for by the Land Ordinance of 1785 and its successors. Kansas and Iowa tried both the county and the township as a unit for providing high schools in the late nineteenth century, but local voters did not accept the change.

Even after years of rural consolidations, the boundaries of school districts in most of the North do not follow county boundaries. As indicated by the two maps below, Iowa school districts in the year 2000 have almost no correspondence with county boundaries. None of Iowa’s ninety-nine counties contains all of its school districts. This jigsaw-puzzle pattern is typical of the Midwest and much of the rest of the country outside the South. (Iowa is useful to illustrate the lack of correspondence because its county boundaries are grids, but even in states with irregular county shapes, modern school districts often spill over the county lines.)
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After failing to get voters to approve county or township districts, most state leaders pursued a more subtle approach, which the 1948 National Commission described and endorsed. State legislation set up county commissions to propose consolidation zones. County commissions then undertook studies to see where the "organic" or natural community boundaries might be. These commissions were so dedicated to the concept of organic communities that they often allowed proposed districts to cross county lines. The commissions did sociological studies and held public meetings to determine the ideal districts. To improve the chances of public acceptance, local residents without any ties to the state education department were put in charge. Once the commissions came up with a plan for consolidation, they sent it up to the state education department for approval. The reason for this step was to avoid gerrymandering to grab tax base and otherwise undesirable geographic configurations. After state approval, the proposed consolidation was given to local voters to accept or reject.

This orchestrated, bottom-up process had been recognized early in the century. The preeminent academic advocate of consolidation, Ellwood P. Cubberley, described a Douglas County, Minnesota plan that was similar to that commended by the 1948 National Commission. The county superintendent and his local commission sought to discover the "natural community boundaries" around which local voters would rally, and the county created about two dozen consolidated schools as a result. Cubberley only grudgingly approved of this process—he gave unqualified approval to the South's top-down, countywide consolidation process—because it resulted in too many districts of irregular shapes: "The township lines also bore little relationship to the natural community boundaries," the latter being the districts that residents actually chose in his Minnesota example.

CONCLUSION: THE PERSUASION OF PROPERTY

The twentieth-century decline in rural population, better roads and motor vehicles, and the demand for high school education all contributed to the transformation of American education norms. As education moved towards multiroom schools with age-graded classes, it
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became important to coordinate the school experience from one place to another. This coordination came about without much central direction. Education leaders certainly deserve credit for proposing the consolidations and standardizations that a coordinated system required, but local voters almost always had to assent to them.

They assented to them, I believe, because remaining outside the age-graded system was hard on their property values. Families would not move to places that had nonstandard schools. Deborah Fitzgerald quotes a USDA-conference participant in the 1920s: "The intelligent man will not go out in an isolated district where his children cannot have educational advantages." Weighing the benefits of a small, one-room district (democratic control, shorter distances, the possibility of part-time schooling) against the costs of remaining outside the system (the less-specialized instruction, the difficulty in accessing high school) almost all voters eventually agreed to the necessary school district consolidations.

Finally, I would point out that the account of school district creation in this Article indicates that the lines that were drawn were anything but arbitrary "accidents of geography." One-room districts were themselves almost entirely consensual associations, and the one-room districts coalesced into age-graded, multiroom school districts largely by the consent of the governed. Many proposals were rejected, and only when those proposing consolidation identified "organic communities" by on-the-ground research did local voters consent. The school districts we see today are largely produced by the same process, and they deserve more respect than the disdainful "creatures of the state" designation suggests.
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